
Good Friday, April 2 - 
Easter Monday, April 5

EASTER activity
challenge

F I N D  T H E  B U N N I E S !

Welcome to the 2021 challenge

pack to help you keep you active,

connected and positive at home

this Easter!

You can take part in some, one or all

of the activities over the weekend



CHALLENGES

COME ON, LET 'S HAVE SOME FUN

Exciting activities for all ages!

 

window dressing

all the yummies

bliss out

positive playlist

keep active

grow your garden

get crafty

colour me 

beautiful bonnets

Each bunny challenge must be displayed at a
different location within your street. 



HOW TO USE THE PACK

Issue each of the hunt location households

with a challenge bunny sign & number

which can be found at the end of the pack.

The bunny must be displayed from Friday

morning until early Monday evening.

Some challenges will need additional items

such as instruction sheets, sunflower seeds

etc. so plan who will supply each item.

If you have more than 9 households taking

part remember to arrange a prize i.e. small

chocolate eggs to be left with the

numbered bunny!

Issue the FOLLOW ME! pack to all

households in your street. The challenges

are designed to be completed by families,

children AND adults!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



CHALLENGE INSTRUCTIONS
Display these print outs with each of the hidden

bunnies.



WINDOW DRESSING

SHOW OFF YOUR CREATIVE FLARE!  

As a family, create a window display to

show what Easter means to you. 

 

We have provided some ideas below to

help get you started, but all you really

need is your imagination! 
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3 INGREDIENT SHORTBREAD

Preheat oven to 180°. Line a baking sheet with

parchment paper.

In a large bowl cream together the soft butter and

sugar until light & fluffy. 

Add in the flour and mix until the dough just comes

together.

Turn the dough out onto a counter dusted with

powdered sugar and gently roll the dough into a long

5cm log. Pop in fridge for 30 minutes.

Slice into 2cm thick cookies and bake for 16-18

minutes.

240g butter (room temperature)

60g powdered sugar (sifted)

250g all purpose flour

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

VEGAN FRIENDLY
2 ripe bananas

1/4 cup coconut flour

1/4 cup nut butter

 

In a medium bowl, mash bananas with a fork. Add nut

butter and coconut flour; mix to combine. 

Place 9 dough bites on the parchment paper and

flatten into cookies. Bake for 13-14 minutes.
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BLISS OUT

TEST YOUR SENSES

Can you go on a little mission? First you

will need to make a list of everything you

think you can see or hear when you’re

outside in your garden or on a walk. 

 

When you have finished your list take it

outside and tick them off. Enjoy looking

and listening to all the different things

outside.

BONUS CHALLENGE -  TRY YOGA

Ask your family to get involved with trying

out yoga! Here is a link to try 10 different

yoga poses with the cosmic kids:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ho9uttOZdOQ


POSITIVE PLAYLIST

CHOOSE YOUR WEEKEND TUNES!

Why not set a daily time with your family

to play your chosen songs so you can all

join in! To make it more fun, why not lip

sync and dance to them too!

 

 

A SONG

YOU LOVE

TO SING

ALONG TO

A SONG

YOU LOVE

TO DANCE

TO

A SONG THAT

REMINDS YOU

OF YOUR

FRIENDS

A SONG

YOUR

FAMILY PLAY

IN THE CAR
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KEEP ACTIVE

GET DANCING -  PICK TWO MUSIC

VIDEOS TO DANCE TO!

Have a boogie with your family or a

doorstep dance with your neighbours!

 

Why not use your Positive Playlist from the

previous challenge?
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GROW YOUR GARDEN

LETS GET PLANTING!

Congratulations on finding your packet of

sunflower seeds. Plant them in your

garden and over the coming months we

will check in with everyone to see who's is

the tallest!
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GET CRAFTY

LEARN A NEW SKILL -  EASY ORIGAMI
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GET CRAFTY
HARD ORIGAMI
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COLOUR ME

MINDFULLNESS COLOURING

Well done for finding this Challenge

Bunny. Help yourself to a set of colouring

sheets.

 

They are perfect for being in the moment

and disconnecting from your busy day for

a while.

There are harder options for the bigger kids &

adults to try!
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BEAUTIFUL BONNETS

LET'S HAVE A BONNET PARADE!

Everyone is invited to join in the Easter

bonnet parade on Monday!

 

Well done for finding the Challenge

Bunny!

 

Let's get creative, have a rummage

through your recycling or your closet and

see what you can come up with!
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FOLLOW ME! PACK
Here are the instructions that each 'hunter' will

receive when then open the FOLlOW ME! pack.



WINDOW DRESSING

SHOW OFF YOUR CREATIVE FLARE!  

As a family, create a window display to

show what Easter means to you. 

 

We have provided some ideas below to

help get you started, but all you really

need is your imagination! 
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ALL THE YUMMIES

FIND THE RECIPE & GET BAKING!

Somewhere on our Easter Hunt you will

find a recipe card for some lovely sugar

cookies. 

 

This challenge is to go home and bake a

batch and get create decorating them!

Dairy free and gluten free alternatives available
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BLISS OUT

TEST YOUR SENSES

Can you go on a little mission? Firstly you

will need to find the Challenge bunny!

 

While you are outside think about all the

things you can see or hear, this will help

you with the challenge ahead!
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POSITIVE PLAYLIST

CHOOSE YOUR WEEKEND TUNES!

Find the Challenge Bunny with further

instructions!
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KEEP ACTIVE

GET DANCING -  PICK TWO MUSIC

VIDEOS TO DANCE TO!

Collect the Challenge Bunny and have a

boogie with your family.

 

Why not use your Positive Playlist from the

previous challenge?
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GROW YOUR GARDEN

FIND THE SEEDS & GET PLANTING!

Somewhere on our Easter Hunt you will

find a packet of sunflower seeds that you

can plant in your garden.

 

Over the coming months we will check in

with everyone to see who's is the tallest!
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GET CRAFTY

LEARN A NEW SKILL -  ORIGAMI

We have hidden craft packs somewhere

in the street with everything you need to

create Easter bunnies!

 
There are harder options for the bigger kids &

adults to try!
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COLOUR ME

MINDFULLNESS COLOURING

Find this Challenge Bunny and take some

time for yourself.

 

The colouring sheets are perfect for

being in the moment and disconnecting

from your busy day for a while.

There are harder options for the bigger kids &

adults to try!
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BEAUTIFUL BONNETS

LET'S HAVE A BONNET PARADE!

Everyone is invited to join in the Easter

bonnet parade on Monday!

 

Find the Challenge Bunny to secure your

place in the parade!

 

Let's get creative, have a rummage

through your recycling or your closet and

see what you can come up with!
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THE CHALLENGE BUNNIES
There are plenty of extra bunnies but only print

off the required amount for your hunt.
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